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President’s Message
Jennifer Andrews
In Toni Morrison’s magnificent novel, The Bluest Eye, the young Black
female protagonist Pecola continually negotiates feelings of shame.
An early scene in the book describes her interactions with a middleaged white male immigrant convenience store owner who fails to see
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her, “because for him there is nothing to
see” (48). While she manages to purchase three
coveted Mary Jane candies with the pennies in
her hand, she soon finds herself outside the
store, comparing herself to the “ugly”
dandelions which neither look at her, nor “send
love back” (50). Having already experienced the
powerful nature of shame which silenced her in
the convenience store, Pecola initially responds
to the dandelions with a “dart of aﬀection” but
as she sees herself in the ugliness of the
“weeds,” her anger “stirs and wakes in her” and
she realizes that “Anger is better. There is a
sense of being in anger. A reality and a
presence. An awareness of worth,” as the anger,
“like a hot-mouthed puppy, laps up the dredges
of her shame” (50). This scene never fails to
move me as a reader because it so powerfully
describes the ways in which Pecola mediates
and displaces the feelings of shame that are
prompted by individuals and communities to
keep this Black girl in her place within the
dominant hierarchies of race, gender, class, and
sexuality that have shaped America, and
Canada for that matter, for hundreds of years.
As Robyn Maynard’s Policing Black Lives so convincingly demonstrates, “State agencies are
endowed with the power to privilege, punish, confine, or expel at will” (5). Shame is a critical and
eﬀective tool for ensuring that power remains in the hands of a privileged (white) few. Both Morrison
and Maynard portray the ways in which shame enables continued physical, emotional and
psychological abuses, ensuring that those who have suﬀered these abuses stay silent, fearful of
whether they will be believed and how they will be judged if or when they come forward. The same
extremes that Morrison and Maynard depict are applicable to academia—despite the commitment
to academic freedom that has served to protect both deeply liberal and sometimes disturbingly
conservative, or even sexist, racist, ableist, or LGBTQ+ phobic views—shame remains a powerful
yet often overlooked tool for disciplining those who question or threaten the foundations of the
institution, even by their mere presence on campus.
Having witnessed countless examples of how invoking a feeling of shame in others is used to
regulate behaviour in academia, to shame people into adhering to or complying with institutional
structures that too often marginalize or ignore those who are not privileged straight white men in
favour of what is familiar and comfortable, I want to think briefly about why shame remains often
overlooked or unnamed in discussions of institutional privilege and gate-keeping. Why are
academics ashamed to admit or examine feelings of shame—not as an exercise in lamenting what
could or might have been—but rather out of embarrassment and fear of institutional and/or
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professional repercussions? A couple of caveats to begin: I am a tenured, straight white married
female academic who has worked for two decades at the same institution so I am definitely in a
position of privilege and my institution has a strong and active faculty union with good resources at
their disposal. I also have no doubt that over the course of my career I have provoked feelings of
shame in others. There are moments, unfortunately, that I know I have employed the same
strategies that have been used on me. While that is not an excuse for my behaviour, it does indicate
that repetition of institutional practices often become ingrained (just as Judith Butler might argue
with respect to gender norms) if we don’t reflect on why we conduct ourselves as we do. So part of
writing this column is to provoke those who are in positions of authority and seniority to reflect more
carefully on why shame may be a tool we rely on when interacting with colleagues, administrators,
staﬀ, and/or students and how there might be ways to recalibrate this tradition of keeping others “in
line.”
Definitions of “shame” are particularly helpful when trying to understand how shame operates as a
means of disciplining academics. According to the OED, shame can be “the right perception of
what is improper and disgraceful” but it is also described as “fear of oﬀence against propriety or
decency, operating as a restraint on behaviour.” Moreover, it has long been used to characterize the
“violation of a woman’s honour, loss of chastity” in works like Layamon’s Brut, Chaucer’s Legend of
Good Women, and Spenser’s Faerie Queene. Given those literary and social links to a gendered
discourse around shame it is not surprising that shame has been an eﬀective tool for keeping
individuals and communities that are marginalized and exploited silent by perpetuating a set of
normative (straight, white privileged male) behaviours that likely don’t reflect the complex and
messy lives we have as academics, children, parents, care-givers, spouses, friends, and colleagues
—whether it involves mental or physical health challenges, family illness, financial stress, or
seemingly ever-mounting workloads with increasingly invasive demands by institutions on one’s
time and energy beyond the constraints of a physical oﬃce and a standard work-week. And this is,
of course, heightened by the insecurity that a large group of academics face as contract and
sessional instructors whose work is framed by unrelenting precarity. The result is that risk-taking,
whether in scholarship, teaching, or service is often met with eﬀorts to shame academics back into
submission both within the individual institution and across academic communities.
While I can think of numerous examples of shaming in academia over the course of my career, two
stand out—one involved a meeting in which I was told to stop doing “an end run around” the
longstanding structures of authority within the university. My actions were seen to have
embarrassed mid-level (white female) administrators because I had raised a question about a
sensitive funding issue at a more senior level, despite the fact that I was simply representing the
concerns of faculty as a member of the university Senate and Board of Governors. When I realized
that the purpose was to shame me, I asked these individuals to consider what had prompted my
decision to take an alternate route to get some answers. I was told I was misreading the situation
and didn’t understand the need for collaboration or sensitivity when dealing with these issues. In
other words, I had failed to respect the structure of the institution. My immediate response was
anger. I left that meeting seething and physically shaken but also deeply frustrated; by getting angry
but not actually naming the shame-and-blame game I was being forced to engage with, I was
enabling its continuation.
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In the second case, a colleague belonging to an equity-seeking group who was recruited by another
university for their groundbreaking research was treated with outright dismissiveness when they
shared this news with the administration, looking for ways to negotiate an opportunity to stay.
Instead of being congratulated for the quality and innovation of their scholarship, the individual was
shamed for having considered leaving the home institution. This, to me, oﬀers a clear example of
the ways in which shaming ensures that compliance; the colleague may have gotten the tenuretrack job but didn’t understand their place in the university hierarchy. Getting hired was okay, but
looking for another position was not, creating a proprietary relationship between the marginalized
individual (who, in this case, functions as a visible example of inclusion) and the institution. Here,
shaming becomes a “restraint on behaviour” to the benefit of the university, but at what cost to the
shamed individual?
Funnily enough, as literary scholars, I think we are especially well trained to read texts—and
contexts—and to recognize eﬀorts to shame and contain, particularly at a time when the humanities
continue to be vulnerable to public criticism and financial cuts. Given the scarcity of resources many
of us are facing in English Departments, in Arts Faculties, and in universities and colleges across
Canada, no wonder we don’t want to reveal the cracks in our institutional foundations. But I believe
we need to call out and name what we see occurring when we see it. To resist doing so is to
perpetuate what is a potentially debilitating cycle of shame. I am thinking, of course, of the antiBlack incident at Congress 2019 in which a Black member of the scholarly community was shamed
by another Congress participant. To this end, I have proposed a panel on the topic of Shame for
ACCUTE 2020, which I hope will be seen as an invitation to think through how shame functions for
diﬀerent constituencies within and beyond academia (including those who leave academia for nonacademic careers) and how literary depictions of shame can inform its roles in academia. This panel
is one of many member-organized panels that are part of the Calls for Papers for our next annual
conference, to be held at Western University in late May of 2020. As you will see in the pages that
follow, ACCUTE 2019 was a wonderfully vibrant and dynamic gathering with terrific attendance; we
hope to make ACCUTE 2020 as special and invite you to join us!
Thanks to Brenna Clarke Gray for her feedback on a first draft of this column.
Works Cited and Consulted
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Vice-President’s Message
Elizabeth Effinger
The ACCUTE 2019 conference in beautiful Vancouver was a hit! The weather
cooperated with sunny skies and hot humid temperatures the entire time we
were there. Nearly 300 registrants on 83 panels and two inspiring keynotes
made for four days to remember. A big bravo to long-time ACCUTE member
Laura Moss, Academic Convenor for Congress 2019, on such a successful
and intellectually rewarding event that brought together 10,600 scholars,
students, and members of the public. Impressive!
On the day after our conference, a troubling incident took place at Congress in which a Black
Congress attendee, a graduate student member of the Black Canadian Studies Association (BCSA),
was racially profiled, falsely accused, detained, and photographed without his consent. ACCUTE
quickly supported the student and the BCSA by writing an open letter of support to the President of
the Federation. You can read ACCUTE’s full letter on our website: https://accute.ca/2019/06/06/
accute-open-letter-of-support-for-the-black-canadian-studies-association/
We are happy that the Federation eventually responded to all of the BCSA’s calls, including a
revision of the Congress 2020 theme, which now foregrounds anti-Black racism in no uncertain
terms: “Building Bridges: Confronting Colonialism and Anti-Black Racism.” However, as Roberta K.
Timothy rightly observes in her article “Living and breathing while Black” for The Conversation, this
incident is treated as the story of one individual rather than identified as systemic: “Individualizing
racial profiling in media misses the point of systemic violence.” A good reminder for all of us —
individuals and organizations — to look with eyes open wider.
For our part in building bridges, ACCUTE has reached out to the BCSA and is in the process of
developing meaningful connections between our associations. Moreover, our international keynote
speaker this year will be Anthony Stewart (Bucknell University), an innovative scholar in twentiethcentury African American literature and culture, and specialist in the author Percival Everett.
Also looking ahead to next year’s conference at Western University in London, we’ve already
received excellent CFPs and proposals for our joint association- and member-organized panels
(included in this issue), and expect another engaging conference. You’ll notice we have more
alternative formats this year, including roundtables, workshops, and “micro-paper” sessions. Our
other keynote will be the award-winning Irish writer Emma Donoghue, whose most recent novel,
Akin, has just been published — a story about love, loss, family secrets and a retired university
professor.
Our Local Area Coordinator for ACCUTE 2020 is none other than Past-President Manina Jones
(Western). She’ll be attending the Congress Planning Meeting this month on our behalf and making
sure we get all the best rooms. Thanks, Manina!
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In this newsletter, we also welcome new members of the ACCUTE Board of Directors: Nahmi Lee
(Western) as President of the Graduate Student Caucus (2019-2020); Hannah McGregor (SFU) as
Member-at-large Priestley Prize Chair; Kit Dobson (Mount Royal) as Member-at-large Chair of
Professional Concerns; and Jacqueline Jenkins (Calgary), Ex-Oﬃcio, President of Canadian
Association of Chairs of English (2019-2020). Gregory Betts (Brock) is President-Elect (2019-2020).
We hope you’ll submit to one of our panel proposals or to our open call for papers. Remember the
deadline for all submissions is November 15th, although we’ll happily accept them sooner!
Finally, a note of thanks to those who have already renewed their annual ACCUTE memberships,
and a friendly reminder for those who haven’t yet to please do so here: accute.ca/membershiprenewal/

Thanks to our Congress
Assistants Dakota Lai
and Sophia Ohler!
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ACCUTE 2019 Award Winners

Dr. Jennifer Andrews with (left to right) Anna E. MacDonald, First place winner of the Graduate Student
Essay Prize; Christine Campana, Second place winner of the Graduate Student Essay Prize.

Left to right: Dr. Carolyn Veldstra, Honourable Mention for her article “Transition as Impasse: Critical
Neoliberal Realism and the Problem of Agency” in ESC vol. 43, no. 2-3; Dr. Aubrey Jean Hanson, winner for
her article “Reading for Reconciliation? Indigenous Literatures in a Post-TRC Canada” in ESC vol. 43, no. 2-3;
and Dr. Mark McCutcheon, chair of the Priestley Prize Committee.
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Contract Academic Faculty Representative's Message
Ann Gagné
Welcome to a new academic year! I know many were teaching over the
summer and if you were I hope you still found a bit of time to relax and
reflect. Thank you to all who came to the very fruitful and engaging
Contract Academic Faculty panel at Congress. Our discussions centered
on professional development, communities of practice, and strategies to
better support contract academic faculty, all things that in 2019-2020 we
will put into practice for the larger CAF community.
Also thanks to those who came to the lunch to continue the discussion.
There are many concepts on the table in terms of representation
institutionally and geographically for our CAF members and as always I
am open to continuing those conversations in person or over email. My
focus for this year will be two-fold: increased outreach and discussion of
CAF issues, and a tentative pilot professional development supports.
Outreach and Presence
For those who are interested, an edited volume entitled The Canadian Precariat is scheduled to
be published late spring 2020 from Universitas Press. The call for papers is closed but I am still
interested to hear from you if you have a story, a testimonial or a best practice to add to this
collection. Please feel free to reach out via email.
Also be sure to add us to Twitter @ACCUTE_CAF and on Facebook.
Professional Development Supports (CAF Skills Exchange)
I’m excited to announce the pilot of the CAF Skills Exchange. This will be a place
where CAF can support each other by exchanging skill-set training. For example, one could
provide guidance and instruction on rudimentary Photoshop or Drupal for websites while
another may be interested in sharing their knowledge of indexing software. This CAF skills
exchange would be a pilot for the 2019-2020 school year and could happen in person or
virtually. The point is to help CAF maximize their skillsets and possibly transition to other
academic adjacent work by supplementing their knowledge with a specific digital or
instructional technology. Information about this exciting pilot will be sent via email and the CAF
social media channels.
Finally, if some are interested in blogging on CAF specific issues please do reach out. It would
be nice to have one or two blogs in the fall and again in the spring that focus on aspects of
contract academic work that you feel need to be highlighted.
Thanks everyone and I hope you all have great and productive semesters!
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Committee for Professional Concerns Chair’s Message Graduate
Kit Dobson
Happy fall and academic new year to each and every ACCUTE
member! I am the new Chair of the Committee for Professional
Concerns. It is a pleasure and a privilege to be able to write to you
in this capacity. The CPC has some exciting panels planned for
Congress 2020 at Western University and I look forward to
meeting with you in London.
I’m very happy to be the new Chair of the Committee. Serving in
this role is a reflection of my ongoing professional commitments
and I look forward to hearing from you at kdobson@mtroyal.ca
about any concerns or thoughts that you may have. Some of you may know me already from
meeting at past ACCUTE (or other) conferences or from my work in literary studies in Canada,
while some of you are colleagues whom I haven’t yet had the opportunity to meet. Whether or
not you know me already, I look forward to our conversations. In addition to the many other
capacities in which I have previously served in campus, professional, and union organizing, I
am also a past member of the CPC. I was a member of the Committee from 2009 to 2013.
Back then, I helped to organize some of the CPC’s conference sessions. I also, with Jason
Haslam, had the wonderful opportunity to co-edit a Readers’ Forum of English Studies in
Canada, which ran under the title “Pro/con/fessionals: (Re)defining Ourselves and the
Profession” (ESC vol. 35, iss. 4, 2009). It was the olden days then, and using lots of slashes
and brackets seemed like a good idea. At the time, I was contingently employed as a postdoctoral fellow at Dalhousie University and then was fortunate enough to become a tenuretrack member of the Department of English at Mount Royal University, where I continue to
work, currently as a tenured Associate Professor (although we are now the Department of
English, Languages, and Cultures).
The Committee for Professional Concerns is composed of a group of committed colleagues
who are located across Canada. We are currently composed of the following members (listed
alphabetically):
•James Allard, Brock University (CACE Representative)
•Sarah Banting, Mount Royal University (Member-at-Large)
•Kit Dobson, Mount Royal University (CPC Chair)
•Ann Gagné, University of Toronto (CAF Representative)
•Nahmi Lee, Western University (Graduate Representative)
•Laura Davis, Red Deer College (Colleges Representative)
Collectively, we are tasked with responding to matters of concern to the profession and with
actively liaising with the ACCUTE executive. We typically organize and plan two sessions at
each year’s conference at Congress, and you will find calls included from the committee in this
fall’s newsletter. These special sessions’ participants are usually drawn from ACCUTE
ACCUTE Newsletter
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members who are already presenting at Congress in other capacities, and we anticipate that
this year will be no exception.
The discipline of English continues to change and to face a future of uncertainty. The same
remains true of the cognate disciplines in which ACCUTE members maintain a strong interest.
This situation has been true for many years, yet it remains urgent. Renewal of the professoriate
lags – dangerously so – across the Arts while universities shift to a greater and greater reliance
on contingent labour. Environmental crises are directly being felt across the sector. So too are
renewed attacks upon migrants, refugees, BIPOC communities, and upon marginalized people
in too many jurisdictions. The Congress 2020 theme, Bridging Divides: Confronting Colonialism
and Anti-Black Racism, is an important reflection of the necessity of ongoing struggles for
justice. In many provinces, too, renewed attacks on post-secondary education from
emboldened austerity-minded governments call for all of us to remain committed to principled
scholarly labour and for us to be prepared to defend the necessity of the arts in imagining and
creating a better world to come. It is in this capacity that I am honoured to serve as the Chair of
the CPC.

Graduate Student Caucus President’s Report
Nahmi Lee
The GSC begins the 2019-2020 year still thrumming from the energy and
enthusiasm of the latest conference in Vancouver. We reached many of
the GSC’s goals, which included increased attendance at the GSC’s
conference events, a broader range of graduate student representation,
and the continuation of the GSC annual survey. We are also pleased to
report that we saw a spike in event turn-out—particularly at the GSC
social and the AGM lunch—and are in hopes that this support and
enthusiasm will continue to be reflected in the number of incoming
ACCUTE graduate student representatives. This year’s roundtable panel,
“Encouraging Collaboration and Solidarity Amongst Graduate Students,”
was also a success, due in no small part to our four panelists’ remarkably
cohesive presentations and discussion. We extend our warmest thanks to panelists Thomas Stuart
(Western U), Caroline Winter (U of Victoria), Meghan Burry (Queen’s U), and Emily Rothwell (Carleton
U) for their creative, collegial, and inspiring remarks on fostering graduate student collaboration and
solidarity.
We saw an impressive attendance at this year’s AGM Lunch (standing room only), with much
enthusiasm shown and extensive feedback oﬀered for the GSC’s initiatives. We were also able to
present and release our latest survey data during the AGM lunch, and these results should be
available soon on the ACCUTE website. Special thanks are due to our outgoing Vice President of
the GSC, Lin Young (Queen’s), for her dedicated work in compiling and summarizing a major portion
of these results. We extend a warm welcome to the new GSC executives elected during the AGM:
Jennifer Komorowski (Western) as Secretary, Kyla Morris (UBC Oakanagan) as Vice President, and
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Meghan Burry (Queen’s) as President-Elect. Having completed one year as President-Elect, Nahmi
Lee (Western) stepped into her role as President.
By and large, the GSC’s goals remain consistent as we move forward into the upcoming year. We
will continue to focus our attention to increasing the number of incoming ACCUTE graduate student
representatives to serve as departmental liaisons for our upcoming survey. We also welcome
submissions to the GSC’s board-sponsored panel on “Diversity, Equity, and Inclusivity in Graduate
Studies,” which we very much look forward to holding at Western University in 2020.
The GSC is grateful to Jennifer Andrews, Vicky Simpson, and the ACCUTE team for all of their
tireless support. We also extend thanks to our two outgoing GSC executive members, Nevena
Martinović (Queen’s) and Lin Young (Queen’s), for their hard work and service as GSC President and
Vice President.

ESC Report
Allan Pero
I am very happy to announce that our latest issue (a double-issue, with lots
of tasty articles and book reviews) is oﬀ to the printer! It should be in your
hands soon. We are already moving ahead with our next issue, “Pedagogies
of the Archive,” guest-edited by Jason Wiens.
I would also encourage members of ACCUTE who have changed university
or college aﬃliations to update their contact information. With the help of an
RA, we are now in the midst of expanding and updating the database of
reviewers to speed up the submission/review process.

JOBS

For job postings, visit the ACCUTE blog: https://
accute.ca/category/job-postings/
Have a job posting to advertise? Email us at
info.accute@gmail.com
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Members’ News
Jody Mason has a new book coming out with McGill-Queen’s
University Press in the fall of 2019. Home Feelings: Liberal
Citizenship and the Canadian Reading Camp Movement tracks the
importance of reading projects and conceptions of literacy to the
emergence of liberal citizenship in Canada prior to the Second
World War.
The book argues that literature, literacy, and citizenship took on new
and contested meanings in early twentieth-century Canada, as
British-Canadian settlers’ desire to define themselves in relation to
an expanding non-British immigrant population, as well as a need
for immigrant labour, put new pressure on the concept of
citizenship, particularly in the frontier work camps where the
organization that eventually became Frontier College undertook its
work. Employing an interdisciplinary approach, Home Feelings
investigates how the reading camp movement used fiction, poetry,
songs, newspapers, magazines, school readers, and English-as-asecond-language and citizenship manuals to encourage ideas of selfhood that were individual and
intimate rather than collective. Through the Frontier College, one of the nation’s earliest citizenship
education programs emerged, drawing on literature’s potential to nourish “home feelings” as a
means of engaging socialist and communist print cultures and the non-British immigrant
communities with which these were associated. Shifting the focus away from urban centres and
postwar state narratives of citizenship, Home Feelings tracks the importance of reading projects
and conceptions of literacy to the emergence of liberal citizenship in Canada prior to the Second
World War.

New book?
Advertise it here.
Email info.accute@gmail.com
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ACCUTE 2020 Call for Papers

ACCUTE is excited to announce a general call for papers for our 2020 conference, which will take
place May 30-June 5, 2019, during the annual Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences,
held at the University of British Columbia. For more information about the conference, travel
funding, and other FAQs, please visit accute.ca.
Below you will find:
• General Pool Submissions for ACCUTE (where most proposals will be sent)
• Joint-sponsored Panels (panels held at
ACCUTE sponsored by other associations)
• Member-organized Panels
• Board-sponsored Panels
All submissions for ACCUTE 2020 should be
made online through the ACCUTE Proposal
Submission Form. This includes
submissions for the General Call, JointSponsored Panels, Member-Organized
Panels, and Board-Sponsored Panels. To be
complete, a submission requires contact
information, a proposal (300-500 words with
no identifying marks), an abstract (100 words
max.), and a biographical note (50 words
max.). We will send out acknowledgements
for submissions in the days following the
November 15th deadline. If you submit a
proposal but don’t hear back from us by
November 30th, please email us.

ACCUTE 2020:
General Pool CFP

ACCUTE’s general call welcomes papers
in all fields of English studies.
300-500 word proposals are due by
15 November 2019
General Pool Submission instructions:
Please submit all general pool proposals
through our online submission form.

Joint-Sponsored Panel CFPs
Deadline for proposals: 15 November 2019
The following CFPs are for panels held at the ACCUTE conference that are jointly sponsored by ACCUTE and
another organization.
Note: You must be a member in good standing, either of ACCUTE or of the co-sponsoring organization, to
present on a Joint Panel. However, only ACCUTE members are eligible for travel funds from ACCUTE. The
joint organizer may forward any rejected proposals that are not ideally suited to the panel for inclusion in the
General Pool. If the proposal is strong enough, ACCUTE may still consider it for other programming during
the conference, if space and time allow, but at that point you will need to be an ACCUTE member.

ACCUTE Newsletter
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Canadian Association for American Studies (CAAS)
Meeting with the Gaze: Convulsive Bodies in Twentieth-Century American Fiction
Organizer(s): Mohammad Sharifi (Western)
Twentieth-century American literature is haunted not only by the suppressed and disembodied specters of the
past but also by a host of possessed and convulsive bodies who disrupt the normative narrative of power.
While ghosts haunt the domestic space or home to (re)claim it, in the case of possession the battle is carried
out inside the body – the home to self. Possession(from possidere) means the possibility or ability to sit or
settle (OED), but the possessed body is rather plagued with the impossibility to sitas it is historically torn
between and fought over by a multiplicity of incompatible forces and desires. In turn, as Michel Foucault
points out in Abnormal, these bodies convulse in response to the imperative to confess: “The convulsive
flesh… is the body that counters the rule of obedient direction with intense shocks of involuntary revolt or little
betrayals of secret connivance” (213). Unlike ghosts, convulsive bodies do not shy away from the gaze but
challenge it with their spectacular visibility. Convulsive bodies are profane, abnormal, and transgressive, and
so they aﬀect the narrative as well. This panel seeks to examine the role of these uncontainable bodies in
Twentieth Century American fiction and their transformative eﬀect on narrative.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Canadian Society for Digital Humanities (CSDH)
I/O: Implications and Opportunities for Literary Studies with Linked Open Data
Organizer(s): Susan Brown (Guelph)
A major impediment to digital literary studies is scattering of resources across websites with diﬀerent formats
and modes of access. Linked Open Data (LOD) promotes the interoperability of online materials by providing a
common, highly structured format into which other forms of data may be translated. However, LOD
technologies are complex; there are few forays within digital literary studies, and fewer attempts to bring
together diverse datasets. This panel invites considerations of the inputs and outputs of of LOD.
Short provocations, longer papers, design or working prototypes, and/or demonstrations addressing topics
such as the following are welcome:
•
What research questions can LOD address well?
•
How might LOD aﬀect research, criticism, interpretation, or editing?
•
What does it mean to translate material into LOD? What is gained and lost?
•
Born-linked-open-data: what does it mean to create from scratch or enhance with LOD?
•
What is truly open? How can LOD be made accessible?
•
What kinds of interfaces are missing for Linked Open Data?
•
How to create Linked Open Usable Data, as articulated by Rob Sanderson?
•
Where does incommensurability begin? How do we work across diﬀerence within a linked data
context?
•
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
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Inklings/Christianity and Literature Study Group (CLSG)
The Inklings: Bridging Divides
Organizer(s): Monika Hilder (Trinity Western)
The Inklings Institute of Canada, members of CLSG (Christianity and Literature Study Group) aﬃliated with
ACCUTE, is having a jointly-sponsored CLSG/ACCUTE session on some or all of the foremost Oxford
Inklings, C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien, Charles Williams, and Owen Barfield, as well as their mentors George
MacDonald, G.K. Chesterton, and friend Dorothy L. Sayers. These literary artists were heavily invested in
divisive and potentially divisive cultural conversations in their nineteenth and twentieth century contexts, and
their contributions continue to invite our responses today. How might their work inspire us to respond to
conflict with hope? We invite a wide range of critical approaches and topics, including pedagogy, multimedia
genres, adaptations, and creative writing.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

International Gothic Association (IGA)
Genre’s Gothic Disruptions
Organizer(s): Karen Macfarlane (Mount Saint Vincent)
Proposals are invited that explore the relation between the Gothic as a mode and its relation to/ disruption of/
reimagining of genre or specific genres. The Gothic’s historical emphasis on excess, transgression and
disruption has spilled over into a series of interrogations and reimagining of genre. Papers may address (but
are not limited to) the relation between neo-Victorian, the weird, detective fiction, the romance, and Gothic’s
preoccupation with terror and horror.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Margaret Atwood Society (MAS)
Testaments, Testimonies, and Intertexts
Organizer(s): Karen Macfarlane (Mount Saint Vincent)
Proposals are invited that address Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments and issues that are raised in the novel
itself and that are raised by its publication. Such issues may include (but are not limited to): Witnessing,
perspective, storytelling, testimony (in both a legal sense and in the sense of its relation to trauma), sequels,
re-visions of previous texts/worlds, and adaptations.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
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North American Society for the Study of Romanticism (NASSR) 1
On the British Origins and Afterlives of 18th-century German Thought
Organizer(s): Thomas Wormald (Western)
This panel welcomes submissions that explore both the British origins and afterlives of eighteenth-century
German thought. In Platonic Renaissance in England, Ernst Cassirer states that during the eighteenth century,
British thought travels to Germany “to undergo a rebirth, a sort of metamorphosis and metempsychosis, in the
history of German thought…”Arguably, this metamorphosis repeatswith the influence of German Romanticism
and Idealism on British thinking at the turn of the nineteenth century. Specifically, then, this panel solicits
reflections on the mutually transformative exchanges between both British and German thought: how British
thought initially informs or shapes eighteenth-century German thought and how German thought then comes
to inform and shape British thought in turn. In particular, it imagines explorations of the impact of late
seventeenth and early eighteenth century British thought (Cambridge Platonism and Third Earl of Shaftesbury)
on developments in Germany such as the Aufklarung, Sturm and Drang, and Weimer Classicism (thinkers like
Baumgarten, Winckelmann, Goethe, Kant, Lessing, Mendelssohn, Wieland, Herder) as well as on both the
development of German Romanticism and Idealism (Holderlin, Schlegel, Novalis, Schelling, and Hegel).
Second, it is interested in examining how German thought takes in and transforms these British influences to
subsequently inform and shape thinkers like Wordsworth and Coleridge.
Suggested topics and areas of interest:
•
Cambridge Platonism
•
Third Earl of Shaftesbury
•
Aufklarung, Weimer Classicism, Sturm and Drang
•
Aesthetics
•
Disinterestedness
•
Organicism vs. Mechanism
•
Theodicy
•
Philosophies of nature
•
Politics
•
Ethics
•
Transferences between politics, aesthetics, and natural sciences
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

North American Society for the Study of Romanticism (NASSR) 2
Romantic Plasticities
Organizer(s): Thomas Wormald (Western)
The idea of plasticity has gained contemporary purchase through both on-going developments in
neuroscience and the work of philosophers like Catherine Malabou, receiving special attention for its
speculative fecundity: to be ‘plastic’ is to be at once capable of receiving and giving form. Plasticity then
names that which is both passive and active at once. In the case of neuroscience, plasticity is claimed as an
invention that properly belongs to the sciences—it is strictly of the 20th and 21st centuries. For Malabou,
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plasticity is dated to its articulation in and through the work of Hegel. Both accounts of plasticity attest to a
potential disavowal. Arguably, Romanticism is a precursor or progenitor of the ‘plastic’ and ‘plasticity’ in its
variegated interest and explorations of various plasticities: philosophical, aesthetic, literary, biological,
disciplinary, metaphysical and otherwise. This panel invites reflections on any and all Romantic plasticities.
•
Explorations of philosophical and literary form, i.e. experiments with style, the forms that philosophy
can take (experimenting with fragments like Novalis, etc.)
•
Aesthetics: plastic arts
•
Plasticity in and of Nature
•
Environment and industrialization
•
Animal vs. the human
•
Inhuman vs. human
•
Organic and non-organic life
•
Materialism vs. vitalism
•
Theories of matter
•
Race, empire, colonialism and imperialism
•
The nation-state
•
Biology and the sciences
•
Plasticity of disciplines
•
The mutual shaping of philosophy, science, knowledge, etc.
•
The unconscious
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

North American Victorian Studies Association (NAVSA)
Illegitimate Knowledges in the Nineteenth Century
Organizer(s): Christopher Keep (Western)
What makes one form of knowledge legitimate and another illegitimate, and what are the institutional,
ideological, and discursive forces that shape such distinctions? Such questions were especially urgent in
Victorian Britain, where the advancing cultural status of the natural and physical sciences, together with the
concomitant rise of the research university, opened the doors to innumerable new disciplines and forms of
knowledge, all striving to establish their reputations as fields of serious, empirical inquiry. This panel seeks
papers that explore the work of scholars, researchers, and organizations that tested the limits of what could or
could not pass as knowledge in the nineteenth century; what do such experiments have to tell us about
organization of knowledge in the Victorian period, and the shape of research today? Topics may include but
are not limited to:
•
phrenology
•
mesmerism
•
spiritualism
•
psychology
•
psychical research
•
anthropology
•
sociology
•
theosophy
ACCUTE Newsletter
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hermeticism
vitalism
esotericism
folklore studies
homeopathy
criminology
sexology
eugenics

Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Victorian Studies Association of Ontario (VSAO)
Eco-Victorians: Water, Land, and the World
Organizer(s): Emily Rothwell (Carleton) and Lindsay Young (Queen’s)
From Charles Dickens’s ecopoetical rivers, to the wondrous route across the sea to Treasure Island, the
Victorian era was resplendent with images of water, seafaring, and global travel. At the same time, as J.M.W.
Turner’s visceral abolitionist painting Slave Ship attests,society was literally kept afloat by the oceanic trade
routes which forcibly moved both human (slaves) and inhuman cargo (colonized resources) throughout what
Paul Gilroy has famously coined “the Black Atlantic.” The word “ecology” was coined by Ernst Haeckel in
1866, ushering in the formal study of diverse ecosystems, terrain sites and watery worlds which were then
being transformed by industrial capitalism and imperialism. Indeed, Victorians saw the power of “the
Anthropocene” unleashed during that grave epoch in which the human species became, and has remained,
the dominant influence on our planet’s climate and environment.
This panel invites papers that examine the way in which water, land, and the ecological world connecting
them was constructed in this era.
Possible themes might include but are not limited to:
•
representations of seas, landscapes, and ecosystems
•
eco-writing, eco-criticism, print culture, illustration
•
tourism, parks, maritime histories, leisure activities
•
decolonial representations, anthropocene studies, global Victorian literatures
•
histories of imperialism, colonization, migration, diasporic communities and slavery
•
genre fiction and ecologies
•
spatial histories, environmental architecture in urban, rural, domestic and cultural spaces
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
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Member-Organized Panel CFPs
Deadline for proposals: 15 November 2019
The following CFPs are for panels organized by members of ACCUTE.
Note: You must be an ACCUTE member in good standing to present on a Member-Organized panel. The
member organizer will forward any rejected proposals that are not ideally suited to the panel for inclusion in
the General Pool.
Alice Munro and the Archive
Organizer(s): Jason Wiens (Calgary)
The Alice Munro papers at the University of Calgary are a widely-used resource in Munro scholarship. A team
of researchers at Calgary, for example, have been working to visualize parts of the archive through
aggregating data from drafts of Munro’s stories as well as encoding some stories through the protocols of the
Text Encoding Initiative. At the same time, the archive and its relationship to memory are recurring themes in
Munro’s writing, in stories such as “Meneseteung,” for example. With the Congress of the Social Sciences and
Humanities taking place at Western University, near Huron County which Munro’s fiction has so memorably
chronicled, we feel this is an appropriate venue to discuss Munro’s archive and the significance of the archive
in her fiction. Papers may consider such topics as:
• genetic critical approaches to Munro’s writing
• ethics and the archives of living writers
• new archival approaches
• history, memory, and the archive in Munro’s fiction
• sound archives and Munro
• born-digital archives and Munro
• digitizing / visualizing the archive
• public vs. private archives
• literary correspondence
• Munro’s relationship with commercial publishers and magazines
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Building Community in the Post-Secondary Classroom (Teaching Demonstration)
Organizer(s): Elizabeth McIntosh (Durham College)
Even though post-secondary populations are becoming more diverse, cultivating community in the classroom
is a strength of the humanities. What types of readings, assignments, exercises, discussions, or activities do
you use in your classes to eﬀectively build positive relationships between students and/or faculty?
In a 10-minute teaching demonstration followed by discussion, outline what you’ve implemented and/or
witnessed to be an eﬀective way to establish, build, or improve relationships in the classroom. Presentation
content may include coursework, steps taken in response to an issue, or a grounding exercise to anticipate
and address common barriers to establishing community.
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Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
Canadian Literature in/as Crisis
Organizer(s): Ryan Fitzpatrick (University of Toronto, Scarborough)
It seems as if we are in a moment of perpetual crisis from the environmental to the economic to the national to
the literary. Overcoming crisis involves righting the ship to return stability, but the dynamic between crisis and
its overcoming can also stabilize current power structures. Crisis is the word used repeatedly by the
commissioners of the inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls in the prefatory
materials to their final report. Chief Commissioner Marion Butler announces that “[a]s a nation, we face a
crisis” (7). Canada’s declaration of an acute, evental crisis belies the ways that Indigenous peoples have faced
the crisis of Canada for hundreds of years. In other words, what if, following Patrick Wolfe, we read crisis as
structural rather than evental – not an exception, but an ongoing dynamic operating unevenly across our
shared spaces?
This panel asks how literature in Canada negotiates, conceptualizes, and challenges crisis. Often framed
using the same language as crisis, literary texts can tear our collective subjects apart and bring them together,
oﬀer new possibilities or lines of flight, create powerful solidarities or harden shared logics against those
solidarities. How do we think about literature as it responds to crisis and, more pointedly, as it is reproductive
of larger structural crises?
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
The Classroom as Ecology and the Ecological Classroom (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Madeline Bassnett (Western)
This roundtable invites micro-papers (5-7 minutes long) that examine how ecological pedagogies might
include university spaces as well as literature and creative writing classrooms in thinking about the
environment. How seriously do we take the distinction between form and content when it comes to the
physical classroom? What symbolic and material roles does the classroom take on when we teach
environmental substance and matter? To what extent does the experience of teaching and learning literature/
creative writing require us to sit still in traditional classrooms? As climate change shapes our ecological focus,
how do we understand, teach, and experience the equally important classroom ecologies of gender and
sexuality, race, class, and ability?
Explorations may include but are not limited to:
• classroom space and literary form
• experiential learning
• ecological intersectionalities
• accessibility and the campus environment
• creative writing and the classroom space
• ecological activism and the classroom
• cross-disciplinary ecologies
• Indigenous ways of knowing and the classroom
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•

oralities and story-worlds as alternative pedagogies

Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

A Community of Outcasts in the Works of Emma Donoghue
Organizer(s): Vicky Simpson (University of New Brunswick)
Donoghue, an Irish-Canadian playwright, literary historian, novelist, and screenwriter, has been publishing for
over 25 years. She is best known for her contemporary novel Room(2010), which was shortlisted for the Man
Booker and Orange prizes and was adapted into an Oscar-nominated feature film. Donoghue has also written
a number of historical novels, including Slammerkin(2000), Life Mask (2004), The Sealed Letter (2008),
and The Wonder (2016), as well as several short story collections, plays, works of literary history, and a series
for middle-grade readers.
In a recent interview, Donoghue describes an impulse “to represent the ones who had been left out—like the
nobodies, women, slaves, people in freak shows, servants—the ones who are not powerful.”[1] This panel
invites papers that engage in any way with this community of outcasts, or the concept of the outcast, in
Donoghue’s work.
Possible paper topics include:
• Generic outcasts: hybridity, the historical or biographical novel, revisionist fairy tales
• The suﬀering of the outcast: observation and captivity, trauma narratives, victim/perpetrator binaries
• Relations with the outcast: domesticity, desire, friendship, marriage, motherhood, divorce, generational
tension
• Accepting the outcast: acts of mutual exchange, such as storytelling, mentorship, and love
• Identifying as an outcast: queer histories, cultures, and characters; female sexualities; physical bodies
• Places and spaces of outcasts: borderlands, rural Ireland, cosmopolitan London
• Comparative studies with other writers, i.e. Jeanette Winterson, Ali Smith, Sarah Waters
• Applications of new critical models (e.g. aﬀect theory, the posthuman, ecocriticism, gender studies,
memory, trauma, and age studies) to Donoghue’s work

[1]Lackey, Michael and Emma Donoghue. “Emma Donoghue: Voicing the Nobodies in the Biographical
Novel.” Éire-Ireland 53.1 (2018): 120-133.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Critical University Studies Today (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Ian Butcher (Fanshawe College)
This roundtable asks participants to provide 5 minute introductions to their work in/about Critical University
Studies (CUS) to inspire discussion on both its current streams and its potential shortcomings. Approaching
ten years since Jeﬀrey J. Williams defined the field in the Chronicle of Higher Education, it is time to begin
evaluating how successfully CUS has grown beyond its initial foci and participants. While many of its
concerns remain relevant—that higher education should be freely available to all, or that adjunctification must
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be fought through organization and unionization, for example—how responsive has it been to calls to diversify
its voices and concerns? Is there a need to decolonize critical university studies as its canon has solidified
around primarily white male academics? What lessons must CUS be aware of from predecessors like Critical
Legal Studies and from fields like Indigenous Studies, Black Studies, and Women’s and Gender Studies to
allow its scholarly work to resonate with groups working for and promoting equality in and outside of
academe? Of particular interest are applications of CUS questions and methods to underexplored topics like
campus bookstores/course book orders, connections to the #RealCollege movement, and non-US
perspectives and concerns.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
Decolonizing Education (Storytelling Panel)
Organizer(s): Alicia Fahey (Emily Carr University of Art + Design)
What does decolonization do? What are we doing when we use the language of decolonization?[1] This panel
aims to generate meaningful discussion and produce concrete examples about dismantling Western
knowledge systems in order to move towards reconciliation and Indigenous self-governance in the contexts of
post-secondary education in Canada. Participants in this panel will deliver presentations in the form of
storytelling. Storytelling encompasses many forms of narrative including song, dance, oral stories and
symbolic representations. Possible topics include stories about:
• the TRC ninety-four calls to action, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Final
Report of the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
• Indigenous protocols and/or consultation
• land as pedagogy
• being called out or “called in” (Ngọc Loan Trần)
• decolonizing strategies, definitions, methodologies, critiques
• disrupting the “perfect stranger” (Susan D. Dion)
• relationships, family, community-building, collaboration, alliances
• stewardship of Indigenous education
• learning from students
• creating culturally supportive frameworks

[1]I take my cue here from Sara Ahmed, who asks these questions about diversity, (rather than
decolonization), in her book On Being Included (2012).
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
DIY and Experimental Approaches to Knowledge Mobilization (Roundtable Workshop)
Organizer(s): Hannah McGregor and Lucia Lorenzi (Simon Fraser University)
With increasing pressure from funding bodies and institutions to mobilize our research in publicly accessible
ways, humanities scholars are faced with a challenging question: who is our research really for, and how do
we meaningfully engage diverse audiences at all stages of our research process? For some, knowledge
mobilization is relegated to the final stages of a project, after the knowledge has been produced. But for many
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scholars, including Black and Indigenous scholars, community accountability has always been a fundamental
priority of knowledge production, highlighting the ways in which public scholarly engagement is informed by
deeply political and ethical sets of relations. Even when public engagement is a priority, finding the best ways
to engage your publics can be challenging, expensive, and time-consuming. However, the world of DIY and
grass-roots publishing has much to teach us, from blogs and social media to podcasts and zines. In this
workshop, panelists will share their experiments in knowledge mobilization, and then will work with attendees
to devise plans for their own ongoing research projects. Together we’ll explore knowledge mobilization not as
a neoliberal demand of granting agencies or an over-simplification of complex research, but as a joyous and
creative means of sharing work you’re passionate about.
The session will be divided into two parts: panelists will provide a brief (3-minute) summary of their work, after
which they will share practical skills with attendees/participants.
Roundtable applicants should submit a 250-word description of their proposed presentation. Workshop
participants need not apply in advance, but are welcome to send particular questions or concerns they’re
interested in to the organizers.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

EdTech and the English Classroom (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Brenna Clarke Gray (Thompson Rivers University)
In this roundtable session, participants are invited to share a technological innovation they have developed or
adapted for their classroom context, and then to join in a larger discussion about how English studies and
digital tools intersect. Questions to consider might include:
• What assumptions do we make about English students and classrooms?
• What institutional supports are needed to allow the robust adoption of digital tools?
• Where are analogue tools still best practice, and why?
• How has embracing digital tools in the classroom changed your scholarship?
• What can you do in the classroom now that you couldn’t have imagined ten years ago?
Potential participants are asked to submit a 100-word description of the tool they wish to highlight and a 250word intervention on any of the questions listed above (or another related topic).
Graduate students with teaching experience are strongly encouraged to submit.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
Experiential Learning and English Majors
Organizer(s): Joel Baetz (Trent)
Across Canada, universities are pushing for (and being pushed to oﬀer) experiential learning opportunities for
undergraduates. But the bulk of these experiential learning opportunities are aimed at STEM and business
students. What are the best ways to think about experiential learning for English majors?
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This panel will oﬀer an eclectic range of approaches to this issue. You might consider (but not limit yourself to)
a paper on the following topics:
• the impact of experiential learning on faculty (precarious and permanent);
• the motivations for oﬀering experiential learning to English majors;
• the history and rhetoric of experiential learning in the context of literary studies;
• the way experiential learning formulates the position of the (English) student;
• the idea of transferable/translatable skills; and
• the kinds of policies that best support experiential learning.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.
Fangs, Claws, and Pariahs: Victorians vs. the Creature
Organizer(s): Alicia Alves, Lindsay Young, and Alyce Soulodre (Queen’s)
From the natural world to the unnatural world, the Victorian imagination was filled with imagery of ‘the
creature,’ be it scientific, fantastic, or other-ly. From butterfly collections lovingly labeled to terrifying bedtime
stories of werewolves and vampires, from monstrously dehumanized or ‘creature-fied’ bodies to stories
narrated by anthropomorphized animals, Victorians were expanding the limits of ‘creaturehood’ like never
before. Between animals, insects, monsters, fantastical beings, and othered bodies, in what ways did
Victorians embrace ‘creatures’ in their daily lives, while reviling them in others? This panel invites papers that
consider many broad definitions of ‘creatures’ in Victorian literature, culture, art, and other mediums.
Possible topics may include (but are not limited to):
• Collected creatures and animals, and their curators
• Exploration and ‘discovery’ of species
• Fantastical or nonhuman creatures such as vampires, werewolves, and supernatural monsters
• Dehumanized or creaturely people
• Animalistic or creaturely attributes, or hybridity
• Domesticated animals and their relationships to their keepers, whether child or adult
• Debates surrounding practices such as vivisection and meat consumption
• Representations of creatures in art, advertisements, photography, or other visual mediums
• Neo-Victorian representations of the creature
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

The Feminist (Aﬀective) Archive: Present and Future (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Julia Polyck-O’Neill (Brock)
Linda M. Morra argues, “It is not merely the content of archives that matters; the very shape they assume and
the sociological epistemologies that undergird them must be properly apprehended” (12). Dorothy Kim
describes the roles desire and emotional aﬀect play in the creation of archives, and in the “political, national,
and social forces often at play in creating them” (232). Michelle Caswell and Marika Cifor destabilize and
denaturalize the idea of the neutrality of the archive when they position the archivist as caregiver, with
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“aﬀective responsibilities” (36-38). Zoe Meng Jiang observes how intersubjective experiences between
mothers and daughters enact a kind of “soft archive” (35).
Archives have a long association with scholarship in literary studies, but approaches to and understandings of
the archive have been undergoing social and cultural transformations. This panel invites participants to
consider such topics as how feminist methodological, epistemological, and political changes have changed
how “the archive” and archival studies are understood and/or used in literary research, and/or to discuss the
use or creation of emerging or alternate archival forms or collections.
Works Cited
Caswell, Michelle and Marika Cifor. “From Human Rights to Feminist Ethics: Radical Empathy in the
Archives.” Archivariano. 81, Spring 2016, pp. 23-43.
Jiang, Zoe Meng. “Soft Archives: Motherhood and Daughterhood in Post-Socialist China.” Journal of
Contemporary Chinese Art, no. 1, 2019, p. 35-55.
Kim, Dorothy. “Building Pleasure and the Digital Archive.” Bodies of Information: Intersectional Feminism and
the Digital Humanities, edited by Elizabeth Losh and Jacqueline Wernimont. University of Minnesota Press,
2019, pp. 230-260.
Morra, Linda M. Unarrested Archives: Case Studies in Twentieth-Century Canadian Women’s Authorship.
University of Toronto Press, 2014.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Follow the Money!
Organizer(s): Mervyn Nicholson (Thompson Rivers University)
“Follow the money” is a phrase made famous by the movie All the President’s Men: it expresses the ultimate
political wisdom promulgated by the oracular secret source known as “Deep Throat.” That’s what this session
is interested in—following the money. Money as power, power as money. Money scenes—buying, selling,
counting money—physical money—but in general financial transactions. Cui bono? Who wins? Who
loses? Money as hidden factor, as plot-device, as political statement. Misers. Spendthrifts. Money and
sex. Money shots. Money in the university—students and money—money as bribe. Debt. Money in
academia. Money as diﬀerent in “old literature.” Bubbles and Crashes. Speculative swindles.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Lacan Now
Organizer(s): Concetta Principe (Trent)
In this panel, we invite paper proposals that consider how Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic method engages
with scholarship today.
Lacan avoided using psychoanalysis to interpret social or cultural phenomena, although he suspected his
science would be eﬀective. Social and cultural critics have proven Lacan’s suspicions correct. Althusser’s
psychoanalytic exploration of ideology is one of the earliest examples of the eﬀective application of
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psychoanalysis beyond the clinic. In the cultural field, Copjec and Žižek, among others, have applied
psychoanalysis to interpreting film. Humanities scholars who fuse Freudian and Lacanian approaches, Caruth
as an example, have attempted to apply psychoanalysis to consider the relationship between the Holocaust
survivor’s trauma and the text. Considering how psychoanalysis and Lacan’s concepts have been applied
across a variety of fields, we see a method that is flexible enough to remain current. What can Lacan
contribute to transgender studies, disability studies, postcolonialism, critical race theory, aﬀect theory, anxiety,
alternative truths and the ethical subject, to name some fields and topics of research? Papers may want to
consider this question from a strictly theoretical perspective or show that relationship by carrying out a
psychoanalytic analysis of a critical text, movement, or event central to the field.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Queers Who Care: Disrupting the Libertarian Impulse in Queer Theory
Organizer(s): Nick Marsellas (Pittsburgh)
The canon of queer theory is decidedly suspicious of imposed morality. From the charmed circle of sexual
relations to the deconstruction of normativity, much of the ethical impulse of early queer theory is towards a
libertarian sense of self-sovereignty. We dress, we live, we fuck with defiance towards any attempt to impose
morality, so the canon says. Yet queer theory’s fascination with self-determinism has created a rift between
irreverent academic ideas of queerness and more community-driven queer projects that center healing,
advocacy, interconnection, and liberation. What place is there in queer theory for these projects that don’t
hold to the traditional libertarian impulse?
This panel invites papers that bridge the divide between queer theory’s suspicion of prescriptive morality and
queer subjects’ work to establish communities whose members live in right relationship with one another.
Topics of interest for this panel may include but are not limited to:
• Consent in queer spaces
• Queer activist praxis
• Teacher-student relationships
• Queer healthcare, alternative care networks
• Historical examples of queer care communities
• The role of race in queer morality
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Reading Modernist Pain
Organizer(s): Jeremy Colangelo (Western)
In The Body in Pain, the critic and philosopher Elaine Scarry writes that “the story of physical pain becomes
as well a story about the expansive nature of human sentience, the felt-fact of aliveness that is often sheerly
happy.” This paradox is at the center of modernism’s depiction of physical pain – momentary or chronic,
controlled or debilitating, motivating or impairing. Pain is a quintessential expression of subjectivity, such that
one can be of no doubt one feels it yet is completely unable to demonstrate that feeling to another. Yet to
write about pain is also, inescapably, to write about the body. Moments of pain can also be thought of as the
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place where, as disability scholar Eli Clare writes in Brilliant Imperfection, “our fragile, resilient human bodyminds interact with the world.” To write about pain is to write about contradictions, as befitting an experience
that is at once so certain and so confused. This panel invites papers that explore these paradoxes as they
arise in modernist literature.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Shame: Reconfiguring a Disciplinary Tool (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Jennifer Andrews (University of New Brunswick)
Shame has a long and complex history in English studies. As a word with multiple—even contradictory—
meanings, ranging from “the right perception of what is improper and disgraceful” to regret over what might
have been (OED), shame functions in a variety of ways in individual texts and in the discipline itself. This
panel explores the role shame plays in literature and in scholarly institutions as a means of regulating
behaviour and ensuring that existing hierarchies remain. How might talking about shame and naming it,
whether in texts or in daily life, alter how we understand its impact? What can we learn by examining
narratives that portray shame and its eﬀects—on those who do the shaming and those who are
shamed? How might literary examples of shame be instructional in thinking about who shame hurts and why
in institutional contexts?
This roundtable is intended to bring participants together to have a discussion about shame’s roles in
literature and life through short “micro-papers” of 5-7 pages that touch on any of the following:
• shame in literary works
• shame in institutional contexts
• the origins and legacy of the word ‘shame’
• the gendered and sexualized dimensions of shame, especially in the #MeToo era
• personal experiences with being shamed in academia, with potential strategies and solutions for dealing
with these situations
• marginalized communities and shame
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Textual Be/longing in Contemporary Canadian Literatures
Organizer(s): Masa Torbica and Veronica Austen (Waterloo)
Sociocultural paradigms of belonging constitute both narrative and structural elements. As M. NourbeSe
Philip points out in “Interview with an Empire,” “[e]mpire, colonialism, and racism work like the words on the
page framing, or parenthesizing a space within which something life-fulfilling can take place” (Bla_k68). Within
“the space that is Canada” (Bla_k68), the material conditions of belonging (varying from privilege and
inclusion, to dispossession and oppression) continue to be shaped by settler colonialism and anti-Black
racism. In light of these realities, how do contemporary writers use text materially to theorize, interrogate, and
reimagine be/longing within the contested space of the settler colonial Canadian state?
This panel will expand the discussion of textual depictions of be/longing by considering a wide range of
meaning-making elements. Proposals might address:
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•
•
•
•
•

poetic/narrative form as a conceptual framework
spatial arrangement of text
use of digital platforms
paratextual features
marketing strategies

Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

This Book is Trash!: Genres and Forms of Disposability, Ephemerality, and Disintegration
Organizer(s): Kelly McDevitt (Queen’s)
The canon of English literary studies is founded upon texts that endure, narratives that create bridges across
centuries and cultures. Conservation, anthologising, translation, and allusion all serve to carry the meaning of
these enduring texts into new media and new cultural contexts. This panel, however, invites papers to
consider texts and genres that eschew durability. From pulp magazines, to spoken word poetry, to digital
platforms like Snapchat, artists have capitalized on media of disposability, transience, and plain old trash to
expand the categories of literature and posit new narrative possibilities. This panel invites papers that
rummage through the ruﬀage and question the role of literary scholarship in valorizing narrative durability.
Possible topics include, but are not limited to:
• Genres considered “trashy”: erotica/romance, smut, Young Adult fiction, comics, Science Fiction/
cyberpunk, Fantasy, fanfiction, vernaculars
• Genres of transience: airport literature, waiting room magazines, public advertising
• Performance and public forms: spoken word, Fringe theatre, stand-up comedy, protest speeches/
chants
• Digital media: text messages, Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, online magazines, blogs
• Disposable forms: pulps, newspapers
• Immaterial forms: projections, holograms
• Found poetry, collage, sampling
• Dying/obsolete forms
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Board-Sponsored Panel CFPs
Deadline for proposals: 15 November 2019
The following CFPs are for panels on professional and disciplinary concerns organized by ACCUTE board
members.
Note: You must be an ACCUTE member in good standing to present on a Board-Sponsored Panel. The board
organizer will forward any rejected proposals that are not ideally suited to the panel for inclusion in the
General Pool.
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Contract Academic Faculty (CAF) Caucus
Contracting a Commitment to Decolonizing and Indigenizing Curriculum (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Ann Gagné (U of Toronto, Mississauga)
As a direct response to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action colleges and universities
have posted for subject matter experts to lead reviews to decolonize and indigenize curriculum. These
positions come under various names such as Indigenous Educational Developer, Indigenous Scholar, or
Indigenous Educational Development Consultant. More often than not these positions are contract positions
with precarious renewal structures or with no opportunities for renewal at all. These positions vary anywhere
from one semester to three years.
This roundtable seeks to discuss the repercussions of contracting a commitment to decolonizing curriculum.
Participants may bring in experience applying to these positions, being part of the hiring committee, or part of
a department staﬃng these positions. Some questions to ponder may include:
• What does contracting folk to do this work say about the commitment to this important work?
• In what ways can departments demonstrate a commitment to decolonization along with a commitment
to non-contract work?
• What are some of the factors, spaces, and interview practices that need to be in place for hires to be
supported and successful?
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Committee for Professional Concerns (CPC) 1
Why Do I (Have to) Cite Like That? (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Kit Dobson (Mount Royal)
Why and how do we cite others’ arguments, in a discipline that privileges original readings over obedient
ones? Whom do we cite, and whom do we ignore, in a professional community that endeavours to practice
inclusion before canonicity? When do we respond first to emerging voices, in a discourse deeply influenced
by a handful of star theorists? How are we—as scholars in English in particular—to cite right? How ought we
to teach this subtle, and discipline-specific, art of relationship and responsibility? Presuming, pace Dionne
Brand, that no citation is neutral, this Committee for Professional Concerns roundtable invites discussion of
citation and its role in our scholarly practice.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

CPC 2 Committee for Professional Concerns (CPC) 2
Confronting Campus Culture: Tensions in Research, Pedagogy, and Curriculum (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Kit Dobson (Mount Royal)
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This Committee for Professional Concerns roundtable seeks to explore the influence that campus culture has
on academics’ ability to conduct research that may be seen as being at odds with campus missions and
values yet sit squarely within the realm of academic freedom. Participants can share experiences they may
have had with campus cultures such as:
• Studying policies and procedures that may be critical of administration;
• Working within the complex field of academic integrity, intellectual property, and student success;
• The push to monetize within corporate educational models;
• Modifying course curriculum to make it more inclusive and representative of campuses at the micro and
macro level; and / or
• Confronting a “chilly climate” as a sessional, tenured faculty member, or administrator.
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

Graduate Student Caucus (GSC)
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusivity in Graduate Studies (Roundtable)
Organizer(s): Nahmi Lee (Western)
As graduate students, we are continually surrounded by a vocabulary of inclusivity and reform in the
university. Terms like diversity, equity, and inclusivity are consistently used in documents prescribing
everything from policies on hiring and student enrolment to behavioural expectations and teaching best
practices. However, in their constant use, these terms risk becoming blunted and worn down.
The GSC invites graduate students and faculty alike to renew these words for a new generation of scholars, to
parse and to diﬀerentiate their use, while considering the practice of their application. In a roundtable format,
we ask panelists to discuss individual experiences of and strategies for implementing diversity, equity, and
inclusivity within the context of graduate studies; what do or could these terms mean for the current graduate
student? How might we fulfill them in practice? Within the limited institutional power and turnover rates of
graduate students, how could these terms be realized in the capacity of a TA position, an RA position, or as a
developing researcher? What specific strategies do faculty members use or recommend—at the level of the
syllabus, of classroom discussion, even of program structure—to realize these goals in support of graduate
students, specifically? Does a more useful or precise vocabulary exist for the university culture we would
ideally work toward?
Please submit by 15 November 2019 through the ACCUTE Proposal Submission Form.

COMING SOON…
Stay tuned for more conference news in future ACCUTE
newsletters!
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The ACCUTE Board of Directors

With thanks…

Jennifer Andrews (President)
Elizabeth Effinger (Vice-President)
Ann Gagné (CAF Caucus Rep)
Nahmi Lee (President, Graduate Student Caucus
Rep)
Kit Dobson (Member-at-Larger, Prof. Concerns)
Laura K. Davis (Member-at-Large, Colleges)
Hannah McGregor (Member-at-Large, Priestley
Prize)
Gregory Betts (President-Elect)
Alan Pero (Editor, English Studies in Canada)
(ex-officio)
Jacqueline Jenkins (CACE President) (ex-officio)

The ACCUTE office runs only with the help of
the ACCUTE board and past offices, as well as
the support of the University of New
Brunswick’s Department of English and the
Faculty of Arts.
We especially want to thank ACCUTE’s
members for your support. Please remember to
renew your membership. It’s quick and easy,
and you can do it online!

The ACCUTE Office
Vicky Simpson (ACCUTE Office Coordinator)
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